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KLEI™QSeries AC/PC (Power Cable) 

 

KLEI QFLOW7 AC/PC 
 
I received the KLEI QFLOW7 AC/PC yesterday and started 
playing.  At a glance, and as a rough comparison with the 
existing KLEI gPOWER3 AC/PC, it's very detailed and 
transparent but I still cannot say much since it seems to need 
further cooking/burnin because it is lacking body and weight, 
a little dry, a little harsh, and lacking bass.  I will continue 
review it and I hope with more playtime (ie cooking/burin) it 
will soon gain body, weight, and bass (ie more meat and 
juice).   
  
After 3 more days of playtime (ie cooking/burin)… Things are 
improving, the KLEI QFLOW7 AC/PC is gaining more body and 
weight.  I hear more bass with a deep, clean, more impactful 
and controlled sound.  The whole presentation is smoother 
with a sweeter voice.  Resolution, transparency, and soundstage are already excellent. PRaF (ie Pace, Rhythm, and Flow) is good with 
more joy and engagement to and with the music.  Overall it's obviously better than KLEI gPOWER3 AC/PC, although, and however, this 
from my memory not an A/B test.  At least at this moment, because the KLEI QFLOW7 AC/PC is continuing to noticeably improve, the 
KLEI gPOWER3 AC/PC still seems to have an edge on the smooth and juicy sound, and bass slam.  I will continue review it and I hope, 
with more playtime (ie cooking/burin), for more joy. 
  
After 5 more days of playtime (ie cooking/burin)… The KLEI QFLOW7 AC/PC is now sounding great after more cooking/burnin.  The 
harshness is gone and the sound is fuller and smoother body.   
 
I took it to my friend and connected it to his system, he was very impressed.  I connected it to the CD player and it sounded like the 
upgrade was not just the insertion of one AC/PC (power cable).   
 
Detail, soundstage, transparency, focus, dynamic, flow, instrument separation all together gave us more in depth of/and engagement to 
the music, closer to natural sound, much more pleasing to ears.  This is what I can tell but I don't know how to describe each 
quality.  With orchestral music the improvement was much more obvious.  I will keep cooking/burning until this weekend just for my 
curiosity to see more improvement 
 
After more days of playtime (ie cooking/burin)… It's another level up from KLEI gPOWER3 AC/PC and I am not bothered to compare 

now.  From the first play it's been improving over time and now it's time to enjoy a new KLEI product… PL  
 

A highly recommended product 
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